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NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Make off with
6 Created like a web

10 Overtake
14 Place for high

living?
15 Book increment
16 Paella ingredient
17 Tinker mentally
20 Antlered creature
21 Come to a stop
22 Grieve loudly
23 Onionlike bulb
25 Flower holders
26 Indefinite period of

time
29 Shrinking Asian

inland sea
31 Hilo feast
32 Cheering shout
35 Had supper
38 Having

reconsidered
41 Heart of a hurricane
42 Judge the worth of
43 Hammerhead end
44 Manitoba native

people
45 Old Testament book
46 “Gloria __”
49 Plaid fabric
53 More or less
55 Ill-humored
56 Winter ailment
59 Faith
62 Cold treats
63 Low-lying location
64 Co-star of “Rebel

without a Cause”
65 Glut

66 Word with liberal or
fine

67 Tries to discover

DOWN
1 Free from danger
2 Relate
3 Bruhn of ballet
4 Vent
5 Deadly
6 Overflow
7 Page or LaBelle
8 That’s disgusting!
9 “Hud” co-star Pat

10 Original
11 Assistants
12 Play part
13 Fixes firmly in

place
18 Combat
19 Southwestern tribe

member
23 Fastening

substance
24 Golfers’

transportation
26 Gin flavor
27 Undersized and

weak
28 Go gingerly
30 Vocalized team

spirit

32 Firefighters’
carry

33 Opening
34 Praiseful

composition
35 Very longt ime

periods
36 Biblical pronoun
37 Volcano near

Messina
39 Compassionate
40 Current
44 Pleasure sail
45 Islamic women’s

quarters
46 Helen’s abductor
47 Asian palm
48 London vacancy

sign
50 Rated X
51 Blush wines
52 Wide, clumsy boat
54 Opera star
56 Parking penalty
57 Soup veggie
58 E.T. vehicles
60 Galley propeller
61 Vow falsely
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

All in good time

Cancer not contagious like an infection
Dear Dr. Roach: A friend

of mine is undergoing treat-
ment for cancer. He has a golf-
ball-size squamous cell tumor
on the side of his neck. He
used to smoke cigars. He is
going to get chemotherapy, to
be infused 24/7 — one week
on, one week off, for at least
two rounds.

Also, his wife was told that
she can’t kiss or touch her hus-
band, as there is a chance of
her catching his cancer from
his sweat or saliva. Could this
be true? — K.B.

In head and neck cancer,
trials have found that, with
some agents, chemotherapy
delivered continuously by IV
infusion using a pump led to
a better chance for complete
response and for survival,
so this method of giving it
is becoming the standard of
care. By infusing it at a con-
stant rate, the levels in the
body don’t get so high that
toxicity is increased, nor dip

so low that the medication is
ineffective against the can-
cer. There are many chemo-
therapy regimens for head
and neck cancer, and not all
of them are given by 24-hour
infusion, however.

The idea of “catching”
cancer like an infection is
completely wrong. I can only
imagine there was a serious
miscommunication.

There are two reasons to
consider isolating a patient
from his or her family. The
first is to protect the patient.
This is critical when the treat-
ment disrupts the immune
system, as is the case with
many cancer treatments, but
it’s also the case in treatments
for autoimmune and other
disorders. It is particularly
important when the family
member might have an infec-
tion.

Protecting the family mem-
ber may be appropriate under
certain circumstances, such
as if the person getting treat-
ment develops a serious infec-
tion. (C. dificile is one com-
mon reason for this.) Cancer
patients receiving radioactive
substances sometimes are
isolated. Chemotherapy itself
can be highly toxic if spilled,
but fear of that shouldn’t stop
visits.

Perhaps your friend’s
cancer is related to human
papilloma virus, an increas-
ing cause of head and neck
cancers, and there was a mis-
understanding about being
exposed to HPV. Even smokers
can have HPV-related cancers.
During their marriage, your
friend’s wife certainly would
have had risk of exposure
to her partner’s HPV, which
could possibly lead to cancer.
That does NOT mean that his
wife can’t give him a hug. A
hug may be very important
right now.

Dear Dr. Roach: Lately I
have been overwhelmed by
all the hoopla concerning the
health benefits of 3 percent
food-grade hydrogen perox-
ide therapy. It has been tout-
ed as a “cure all” of many
diseases by oxygenating the
blood. Furthermore, it seems
to be used very successfully
in Europe. So, what are the
benefits of such therapy? Is it
the real deal? — R.J.G.

Hydrogen peroxide is poi-
sonous and should never be
ingested. It is not an effec-
tive treatment for any disease.
Hydrogen peroxide poison-
ing is becoming increasing-
ly prevalent. The 3 percent
strength rarely causes seri-
ous problems, but it is avail-
able in higher strengths, and
that is where fatalities have
occurred.

I borrow this apt phrase
from a science writer, Scott
Gavura: “Medicine doesn’t
come from a hardware store.”

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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